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BELT
DESIGNED BY FAVARETTO/PARTNERS
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The Belt chair is born playing with piece of paper like an origami. Turning... bending... cutting...the shape
is developed from a paper ribbon woven on itself through a simple gesture. The result is a rounded shape
with a small opening in the center of the seat, which is obtained after several formal attempts.
Belt is a polypropylene shell with a strong personality transmitted by simple distinctive signs.
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BEL-S-79-A

BEL-S-79-B

510*510*810

450*540*800
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PETAL
DESIGNED BY LIGHTSPACE & LESHI
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Imagine your artistic nature comes to life. Petal series can offer you a stylish and chic refind
piece of furniture that would perfectly suit your customized beauty. The large and round
petal-shape backrest provide you with comfortable seating experience. You can choose
imported frabic or colorful plastic for the back. The legs have different height and mateials
also. Those multiple Petal series offers you with many choices.
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PET-S-59-A

PET-S-59-B

PET-S-59-G

465*570*750

500*540*770

500*550*770

PET-S-59-C

PET-S-59-D

PET-S-59-H

PET-S-59-E

PET-S-59-F

597*570*750

610*540*770

610*540*765

480*450*880

480*450*880
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HI

DESIGNED BY LEISURE DESIGN
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Hi is a kind of greeting style when we meet friends. Hi series achieves a kind of intimate and familiar
feeling through soft appearance and simple lines. This kind of relationship with friends is exactly what hi
series hopes to convey. In the space, Hi series can also be integrated into it: it does not have the
appearance of dominating the guests, and it can be well matched with home, in restaurants or in public
areas; However, there are long-standing details, such as the stitches of soft bags, the radian of chair legs,
etc. For detail processing, it is necessary to grasp the relationship between each size, and the aesthetic
feeling reflected by each radian must be durable.
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HI-S-71-A

HI-S-71-B

HI-S-71-C

HI-S-71-D

490*550*775

590*550*775

720*660*685

840*800*690
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BAGEL
DESIGNED BY LIGHTSPACE
The design was inspired by the traditional Jewish breakfast bagel circle cake. Inspired from the full and soft
bagel circle cake, designer creates a lovely sweet chair. The chair is presented in a super round shape,
sweet vortex and slender legs. When you sit on this chair, you will feel relax after a tired working day.
The metal feet and wood-grain feet adopt a curved board inner frame structure and sponge filling
technology, and the slender metal feet are precision caulked. The concise shape and the meticulous
craftsmanship collide with sparks, allowing them to have a straight body and a comfortable sitting feeling.
Two types of chair legs are optional to meet the needs of different spaces and preferences. No matter in
the corner of any space, you can have this comfortable good partner.
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BAG-S-46-A

BAG-S-46-B

495*540*750

495*540*750
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ASSIA
DESIGNED BY FAVARETTO/PARTNERS
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Assia is an armchairs collection of lounges, coffee and waiting areas.The family consists two
lounge armchair in same size, no arm and arms. They can match different environment.
Peculiarity of the Assia chair are the touch outlines and soft inside. To embras better the vertibral
colom and the lombar support, back pillow is dividede in two parts.
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ASS-S-85-A

ASS-S-85-B

565*580*830

565*580*830

ASS-S-85-C
565*580*830
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ASS-S-85-D
660*670*860-910
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ASS-S-69-A

ASS-S-69-B

ASS-S-69-C

750*760*920

750*790*860

630*550*410
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ANGUS
DESIGNED BY FAVARETTO/ PARTNERS
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Angus is a minimalism style design with a strong impact vision! Its design inspiration comes
from the breed cattle“angus”which is well known for its meat but also for its strong and
important shape. The soft and rounded shapes provides a person with pure and fresh visual
feeling, but above all they gives a really comfortable sitting. This series of products have large
class chair and supervisor chair to meet different space and function requirements.
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ANG-S-32-A

ANG-S-32-B

660*660*810-860

580*620-660*1160-1240
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KING

DESIGNED BY STUDIO ADMIRAAL
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The main objective of designing the king chair was to create a collection in where to
match different cultural influences, like colonial safari, European Nordic and Asian oriental
design styles.The KC collection is characterized by a constructive design appearance. The
combination of vertical lines and banners on the side and backrest of the sofa chair gives it
the allure of an ancient kings chair with a modern twist.The main frame structure is made of
metal tubes in which the connections are based on traditional wooden structures of
Japanese and Scandinavian wood techniques. The tubes holds the fabric material which
look like banners and provides excellent mixing of fabric and frame colors to match
different interior styles. Altogether the process of designing the kings chair collection
resulted in a distinguish new design style.

KIN-S-64
805*740*810
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LULLABY
DESIGNED BY FAVARETTO/PARTNERS

Lullaby is formed by soft lines, expressing a modern shape appeals with classic structures. It is focused on
comfort and versatility, making it suitable for commercial and residential use. This series has many choices
of base frames to suit different spaces and need.

DC-S084D
560*560*800
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INDIA
We wanted to design a chair with many possibilities and with a soft look. Rounded and simple shapes
that are enhanced by the quality of the materials and the different colors. Then we developed other items

DESIGNED BY NAHTRANG

like the low chair, the coffee tables...
And we found out a new world of possibilities, Modern and appealing.
India is a family that fits in any environment like a camaleon, changing skin. India is an elegant and
timeless product family with character.

IND-S-34-D
455*455*750
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ROUNDED
DESIGNED BY LIGHTSPACE
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Rounded is composed of rounded rectangle design elements, a wrap-around backrest
structure and a long waist pillow, while taking into account the comfort of use, it creates a
simple geometric aesthetic style. Not limited to the pure form of the sofa, it has a variety of
fabric options to meet the diverse needs of life. Its metal tripod design comes from a
moment of inspiration and is integrated with the soft case. At the same time, Rounded
derives a seat to match different space requirements.
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ROU-SF-120-2S

ROU-SF-120-CD

2250*805*680

1545*445*380

40

MORBIDO
DESIGNED BY LIGHTSPACE
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Morbido is a lightweight and fashionable sofa with neat lines. The design language of
thin armrests is combined with multi-layered full pillows, so you can experience comfortable sitting feeling.
Multi-layered pillows are heavily surrounded, supportingevery angle of sitting and lying, creating a strong
sense of security. The texture and luster of the leather,with the embellishment of gold and bronze tripods,
all exude a stylish and noble temperament.
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MOR-SF-121-1S

MOR-SF-121-3S

1040*890*795

2190*890*795
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QUALIS
DESIGNED BY FAVARETTO/PARTNERS
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Rigorous structure and soft cushions give life to a sofa with an elegant and refined aesthetic. To remark
these concepts there are the sartorial details of the upholstery that distinguish Qualis. The family includes
sofas with different sizes, in addition to the standard size, it can be also modular to create.
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QUA-SF-107-1S

QUA-SF-107-2S

QUA-SF-107-3S

QUA-TE-62

920*740*860

1610*740*860

2270*740*860

820*820*180
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PIG LAMP
Pig lantern is a lamp and a seat banch .

DESIGNED BY FAVARETTO/PARTNERS

It has 16 lighting colors and 4 changeable using modes.
It is rechargeable or plug-in use. Its full-charged battery can last 8-12 hours.
Under its simple appearance, it is covered with unexpected goodness and
softness.In an era where people yearn for light and seek warmth in their
hearts, pig lantern can give a gentle and soft sense.

PIG-SF-37-C
760*400*460
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MAC
DESIGNED BY LIGHTSPACE

Paying attention to the feature of light, starting from the creation of the MAC product series of Apple
design, the MAC table eliminates the unnecesary details. With the transparent colorless base, designer
follow the aesthetic standard of less is more. The thickness is 15mm, the refreshing shape in minimalist
outline, the transparent light interior, just like a glass ball. The approximately C-shaped embeddable
design can be easily inserted into the sofa. It could be an intimate furniture partner, which saves space
and brings more usages. It lets you find your own rhythm in the noisy world, keeping the original simplicity
and innocence in your heart.

MAC-TE-60
400*410*650
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Gabriel Mozart
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